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Abstract 
Thispaperdiscussesdesignand construction features 

of a high power RFgenerator comprising a 5.7GHzchopping 
system and 11.4GHz high group velocity, traveling wave 
structures. The device is designed for operationwith high 
currentmegavoltagebeams andhasbeendevelopedinsupport 
of the Relativistic Klystron High Gradient Accelerator 
program.' ' The RFchopping systemoperatesunderimmersed 
beam conditions with an axial magnetic field matched to 
the beam emittance and betatron resonance requirements 
so that the 11.4GHz RF current is maximized. The TW 
circuit shunt impedance was chosentoenable high levels 
ofbeaminduced RFpower to be generatedwithoutexceeding 
safe E-field values. The use of high group velocity 
structures having a short interaction region enabled an 
RF filling time of only 1050psto be achieved,and thereby 
provided a broadband, phase and temperature insensitive 
circuit having fast response characteristics consistent 
with the intended 1OOOA 40ns beam pulse operation. 

Introduction 

An importantdesignobjective for the initial phase 
of this project was the generation of 200 to 250 MW of 
pulsed RF power at 11.424 GHz from each of two multiple 
cell output circuits driven by an RF modulated beam. 
The proposed electron source was a 1OOOA 3MeV induction 
linachaving a beam pulse width and normalized emittance 
of approximately 40ns and 58n cm-mradian, respectively. 
Since the highRFpower levelwasintendedfor short pulse 
excitation of highgradientaccelerator (HGA) waveguides, 
emphasis was placed ontheneed (a) to achieve anRFphase 
and amplitude stability consistent with demonstrating 
narrow spectrum beam performance from the HGA, not- 
withstanding significant variations of the induction 
linac beam energy and position during the pulse, and 
(b) to design fast response RF generating structures 
so that the effective pulse width could be maximized. 

To assist in meeting RF stability requirements, 
the initially considered dual chopping and free drift 
deflection techniques were discarded in favor of a 
single RF cavity chopper immersed in an axial magnetic 
field. With this concept, the maximized RF current is 
caused to have only a second order dependence on beam 
energy. This is achieved by using a quarter betatron 
wavelength chopperdriftdistance andbymatchingthe beam 
emittance and deflection geometry axial magnetic field 
requirements so that the diameter of the deflected beam 
ismaintainedcssentiallyconstantduringthe semi-helical 
trajectories. The technique also minimizes emittance 
growth of the chopped beam, thereby enhancing beam 
transmission through thecontiquouslylocated 11.4GHz RF' 
generating structures,and presents additional desirable 
RF power response characteristics, as discussed below. 

A shorttravelingwave structure having a very high 
group velocity was the circuit of choice for this short 
pulse, high KF power applicationbecause of satisfactory 
prior S-band experience using relativistic bunched 
beamss" (at lower current levels), and because at 
11.4GHz, large beam aperture geometry could be used to 
achieve RF steady state conditions within 1 nanosecond 
while retaining sufficiently high values of shunt 
impedance and circuit attenuation to ensure effective 
power transfer from, the beam to the RF structure. 

The insensitivity of the output coupler match to 
wide variations of beam loading, the flexibility of 
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dominant and higher order mode design parameters, and 
the favorably low values of E-field athiqh levels of RF 
power, as indicated in a following section, were addi- 
tional compelling arguments that supported our decision 
to use TW structures for this high current application. 

Principle of Operation 

With reference to the beam centerline plan view 
illustrated in Figure 1, the B, field immersed incoming 
electron beam is deflected in a horizontal plane by the 
5.712 GHz TM110 cavity causing the beam to describe 
semi-helical trajectories along the AB/4 drift space 
(refer Figure 2), and to scan in a verticalplaneacross 
the on-axis apertureof a water cooled collimator. (The 
plane of scanning at thecollimatorhas been rotated 90' 
in Figure 1 for illustration purposes only.) 
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Figure 1. Centerline Layout of the Chopper Driven 
Traveling Wave RF Generator. 

Thus, the 5.712 GHz spatially modulated dc beam 
incident on the collimator is transformed into a phase 
coherent, amplitude modulated beam at 11.424 GHz. By 
suitable selection of the circuit impedance and phase 
velocity, theinducedE-fields,excitedinthe TWstructures 
by this chargemodulated beam, can be arranged to provide 
aspecificloss of beam energy (and,therefore,qeneration 
of RF output power) for a given value of RF current. 

RF Deflection System 

In traversing the 8, field immersed Rp deflector, 
axialelectronsreceivinq a transversemomentumcomponent 
(p,) will trace out helical trajectories tangential to 
the centerline,recrossing it at adistancedetermined by 
the axial velocity Bsc. Thus, the maximum departure (2~) 
from the axis,as indicated in Figure 2,will occur after 
one-halfhelixrotationinatimeintervalgivenby ~p/B~c, 
where o, the orbit radius, is given by the magnetic 
rigidityrelationshipB,c=1704.5 BlY gauss-cm. Thus, the 
maximumdeflectionwill occur at an axialdistancebeyond 
the deflector given by np&c/(Blc)=1704.5 n$,Y/B,=XB/4, 
where XB is the betatronwavelength; and by substituting 
k B = 2n/XB, the XB dependence on 9, and beam energy is 
given by the simple expression B, = 3409 6sY kg. Since 
this axial distance is independent of pI, particles 
traversing the deflector at all RF phase angles (cut) 
will arrive at z = XB/4 (the location of the chopping 
collimator) having each experienced half helix rotation 
but with differentdeflectionvalues given by 2p sin wt, 
as indicated in Figure 2, (for the phase convention of a 
particlecrossingthe midplane of the cavity at ut = n/2 
when the RF magnetic field is at a peak value). 
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Figure 2. 

Particle Deflection at z=h,/4 

r-+-p 
Optimized for 3 MeV Operation. 

Unlike field free deflection systems, Figure 2 
Shows that for this A&4 operating condition, at all RF 
phase angles, a 10 percent variation of beam energy, on 
tither side of the optimilm 3 MeV value, will have very 
little effect on the RF Scanned beam with respect to 
intercepting edges of a collimating aperture; i.e., 
oecause the direction of the relative movements are 
orthogonal to each other, the 11.424 GHz current 
controlling parameter (x), and therefore the RF power 
output, will be insensitive to beam energy fluctuations. 

In analyzing the deflection of high current large 
emnlttance (t) beams, it is necessary to consider radial 
Space charge effects,azimuthal momentum imparted to the 
beam during traversal of the solenoid fringe fields,and 
emlttance induced transverse momentum (especially for 
the near-axis orbits at entry to the chopper cavity). 
Unlike the above X8/4 B, requirement,the axial magnetic 
flcld to match a given emlttance is dependent on the 
beam diameter (d); thus,the chopper drift space geometry 
should be selected to ensure 9, compatibility and, 
I,referably, tominimize emittance growthofthetransmitted 
RF modulated beam. The design crltcria formeetlng these 
r-,qciremcnts iS given byi kB=z(d/2)-2 or XB,/4=nd2/(8~). 
Thus,thc, distance betweenthe chopper and the collimator 
can be establisheddirectlyfrom a knowledge of the beam 
diameter and emittance. In evaluating the RF deflection 
system, it is also necessary to determine the maximum 
transverse deflection required to optimize the 11.4GHz 
harmonic content of the modulated beam. With this 
lnformatlon,the desired transverse momentum (p,l can be 
specified, since e=pl/?,=4np/iB, and the design of the 
cboppi‘r cavity can be completed. 

Tie 11.424GHzRFcurrentamplitude (a21 dependence on 
ttw maxixumbeamdcflection normalized to the collimator 
ii1ameter (2p/31, is showr. plotted in Figure 3 for 
collimator to ~eam diameter ratios of 1.0,1.25 and 1.5. 
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FiCiurc 3. Fourier Analysis Cocfficicnts of 5.712 GHz 
Chopped Ream versus Normalized Deflection. 

This datawas obtained fromFourieranalyses of simulated 
charge distributions, in longitudinal phase space, by 
scanning beams of Gaussian (d=4u) radialcharge distribu- 
tion across an on-axis aperture, using different beam 
diameters and increasing values of maximum deflection. 
The Figure 3 datarevealsthat for a given beam diameter 
there is a welldefinedoptimumoperatingregion in which 
the 11.424 GHz current is maximized at a specific value 
of beam deflection. Furthermore, it can be noted that 
these a2 maxima are relativelyinsensitiveto f4 percent 
variations of beamdeflection (drive power variations of 
+8%); i.e., as well as having tolerance to beam energy 
variations, this RFgeneratorwill exhibit a drive power 
saturation characteristic similartothat of a klystron. 

The D/d =1.25 curve of Figure 3indicates that with 
alommdiameter collimatorandalOOOA incidentbeampulse, 
a peak deflection of 8.4 mm is required to maximize the 
11.424 GHz current at 520A;i.e., pI=0.156MeV/c. The 
plotted data also suggests that higher RF currents can 
be achieved by trading system sensitivity for D/dratio. 

With one notable exception, the chopper cavity 
geometry and field computations were based on traditional 
design procedures,6 with a centerline symmetric H-field 
mode being most favored for this relatively large beam 
diameter application (d/A, = 0.15). Unlrke prior 
experience with linear accelerator systems,the deflected 
high currentbeam orbit studies suggested that the cavity 
impedance be selected to limit beam loading rather than 
to optimize the gain. AlSO, because of the short beam 
pulse, cavity coupling andQvalues were chosentolimit 
transient effects. The dependence of beam loading and 
wall losses on cavity volume, for a constant value of 

PI = 0.156 MeV/c, is shown in Figure 4 together with 
the design compromise adopted for the prototype cavity. 
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Flgurc 4. Beam Loading and Wall Loss Dependence on 
Q,, for Varyinq Cavity Volume andconstant PI. 

Furtherdetailsof the deflection induced variations 

of beamenergyand phase,the choppercavitybeam loading, 
and the growth of beam emittance have been presented 
elsewhere; ' and the basic design parameters for the 
deflection system are summarized below. 

Mode.................. TMl10 Dipole 
Cavity Center Frequency. _ . . . . . _ 5.712 GHz 
Cavity Beam Apertures. _ _ . . _ . . _ 16 mm 
Quality Factor (PO). . . . . . _ . . . . 1500 
Matching Coefficient . . _ . _ _ . . . . 2.5:1 
Loaded Quality Factor (QL) . . . . . . . 280 
Dissipation in Cavity Walls. . _ . . . . 300 kW peak 
Beam Loading at 800 A dc . . . _ . . . . 450 kW peak 
Loaded Cavity Peak H-Field . _ _ _ _ . . 40.7 kA/m 
Loaded Cavity Peak E-Field . . . . . . . 17.8 MeV/m 
Unloaded Cavity Peak E-Field . _ . . . . 25.4 MeV/m 
Unloaded Reflected Power . . . _ . . . . 140 kW peak 
Entry Beam Diameter. . . . . . . 8mm 
Axial Magnetic Field . . _ . . . . 0.1245 T 
AB/4 at 3 MeV. . . . _ . . . 29.3 cm 
Transverse Momentum. . . . . . . . . . 0.156 MeV/c 
Beam Deflection at Collimator. . . . . . 8.4 mm 
Collimator Diameter. . _ _ _ . . . . . . 10 nm 
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Generation of RF Power with TW Structures 

Expressing the TW structure impedance as Z=ZP/(I&), 
the output power can be defined in conventional terms 
as P = ZI&/2 = AVIRF/2. From beam induced field 
considerations, ' and neglecting circuit dissipation for 
the present,with synchronous operation,the loss of beam 
energy (AV) intraversingthe structurecanbeexpressedas 
bv(Mev)=(rL)~IRF/4, where (rL) is the TW shunt impedance 
of the overall structure in M?, and ? is the circuit 
voltatie attenuation innepers. Thus,the RF output power 
can be expressed as P = rLT I&F/8 or, alternatively, 
P = (rL/16) (oTF/Q)I&; and for a 2ho long TW copper 
structure having the vp=cdesignparameters listed below, 
the power is given by P(MW)=nXorI&/(2Q vg/c)=.00141&. 
With a uniform impedance circuit, these RF power 
expressions should be multiplied by [(l-e-T)/y]' to 
allow for circuit dissipation. A more rigorous analysis 
taking into account the use of high loss cavities at 
the beginning of the structure, and including phase 
orbit debunching and detuning effects, gives an RF 
output power value approximately 5 percent less than 
that obtained from the above simplified expressions. 

in designing the prototype TW circuits, the output 
coupler E-field was arranged to be approximately the 
same as the WR90 output rectangular waveguide; e.g., at 
11.4 GHz, the WR90 impedance is 410 Q,giving an E-field 
of 45 MV/m at 250 MW. This field value influenced the 
selection of circuit length and aperture size (2a) in 
establishing r and vq/c consistent with the desired AV 
and TF values. Each structure comprises six, vp = c, 
2m/3 mode cells including a side wall coupled, offset 
output cavity. The first three cells were constructed 
from low carbon 304 series SST,as a partial step toward 
the ultimate goal of an internally terminated circuit.a 

The 1 ns filling time resulted in an extremely 
phase stable circuit, insensitive to normal variations 

of temperature and frequency, with operational deriva- 
tives of a#/aT<O.l'/'C and a$/af<0.5°/MHz. The design 
parameters for these vp = c structures, as well as the 
tapered phase velocity (0.94c to 0.9c) circuit designed 
for the SHARK' project, are listed below. 

Forward Traveling Wave Mode . . . . . TM01 
Frequency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.424 GHz 
Phase Shift per Cavity. . . . . . . . 120° 
Electrical Length . . . . . . . . . . 720' 
Output Cavity Beam Aperture . . . . . 14.0 mm 

TW SHARK CHOPPERTRON 
Output Cavity Relative 

Phase Velocity (v,,/c) . . . . . . . 0.90 1.03 
Output Cavity Shunt Impedance (r) . . 23.5 41.5 MQ/m 

Output Cavity Quality Factor (Q). . . 6300 7000 
Output Cavity Avg. E-field at 250 MW. 37.5 45.0 MeV/m 
MaximumSurfaceE-fieldat MW (Es). 140 145 MeV/m 
Structure Impedance withsync Beam (Z). 1800 2850 R 
Approx. RF Current for 250 MW (IRF) . 520 420 A 
Harmonic Mean Group Velocity (vq/c) . 0.159 0.167 
Total Filling Time (TF) . . . . . . . 1.01 1.05 ns 

It can be noted that the output cavity average 
E-fields for these TW circuits are less than 50 MV/m 
at 250 MW, and that even with the adverse Es/E, ratio 
normally associated with large aperture (and vp<c) 
qeometry, the maximum surface E-field at this power 
level is not expected to exceed 150 MeV/m. (This can 
be compared to the 330 MeV/m design value for the SL4 
klystron output cavity2 and 230 MeV/m for typical HGA 
waveguides designed for a gradient of 100 MeV/m.) 

Due tothelarqe beamaperture,the vp=c structurehas 
an 3EMll lower branchdispersioncurvrwitha forward wave 
propagation characteristic and a TI cut-off frequency at 
approximately13.8GHz. (This m-mode frequencyisreduced 
by approximately 80 MHz with the vp<c cavities used for 
SHARK.) For beam energies over the working range 3 to 
0.6 MeV, the dispersion curve phase velocity intercepts 
straddle the n-mode from 5n/6 to the first backward space 

harmonic frequency at 711/6 (~13.7 GIIz), L.C., ever a 
region conducive toBBUbecausc of high (r/Q)ivalue~ and 
phase slips of loo to 30' per cell. Thus, for applica- 
tlons requiring a multiple array of these broadband TW 
structures,a large reduction of the HEMll field inten- 
sities will be necessary," using design techniques that 
emphasize absorptionand differential extraction7 rather 
than stagger tunings orprogressive stopband9procedures. 

Applying a 30 percent contingency factor to the 
predicted 5/n emittance growth caused by the chopper 
gives a normalized emittance of BYs=120n cm-mradian for 
the RF modulated beam. Thus, with a nominal 9 mm beam 
diameter, the B, required for the TW structures is 0.21T 
(60 percent greater than the deflection system). With 
this configuration,the lW structures have an admittance 
2.4 times greaterthan the beamemittance. The solenoids 
wereconstructedwith water-cooled,counter-wound pancake 
coils and assembled with a stacking technique to give 
cancellation of internal longitudinal current vectors. 

The Figure 5 views show the chopper driven m 
generator assembly before and after installation of the 
externally shielded, water-cooled solenoid windings. 

Figure 5. 

(a) 

Choppertron 
CenterlineAssembly 

Showing the Dual 
WR90 Output Arms 

(b) 

Overall System 
Showing Input RF 

Flange and 
SolenoidAssemblies 

Initial test results of the tapered phase velocity TW 
structure designed for SHARK and subsequently installed 
on the SL4 klystron have been reported in a companion 
paper, * and tests at LLNL on the chopper driven RF 
generator are being planned for later this year. 
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